Network History
The missing piece in the cybersecurity puzzle

The what, why and how of
improving cybersecurity by
recording network history.
Introduction
The purpose of this whitepaper is threefold.
1.

Look at what is concerning Boards and C-Suite executives with
respect to cybersecurity.

2. Explain why recording network history is increasingly important for
organizations looking to address cybersecurity challenges
3. Look at how to implement network recording and what are the
pre-requisites for success.

1. What’s concerning boards and C-Suite?
Ask any C-Suite executive or board member about the risks their organization currently
faces, and you can be sure they will list cybersecurity as a major area of concern.
If they don’t, then there’s something wrong.
No board member or C-Suite exec wants
to have to front a media interview to
explain about a serious breach that
happened on their watch. Nor do they
want to have to deal with the often
catastrophic results of a breach in terms
of reputational damage, customer churn,
declining revenues, legal action and lost
shareholder value.
The 2016 edition of the annual survey of
board members and executives conducted
by Carolina State University and Protiviti
lists cybersecurity amongst the top five
risks concerning respondents:
“Related to risks of managing
cyberthreats, respondents expressed
concern about their organization’s
ability to adequately resource efforts
needed to ensure privacy/identity
management and information
security on an ongoing basis. The
level of risk concern has increased
steadily over the past two years.
It is a concern across most sizes of
organizations and it is a particular
concern for organizations in the Financial Services, Technology, Media and Communications, and
Healthcare and Life Sciences industry Groups.”1
In recent years, widespread media focus on high-profile security breaches and the subsequent
losses suffered by the victims has created alarm in the board room, and that alarm is not misplaced.
According to the Ponemon Institute, based on the respondents it surveyed in its 2016 Cost of Data
Breach Study2
“.. the likelihood of a data breach involving a minimum of 10,000 records is estimated at
approximately 26 percent over a 24-month period.”
The Ponemon Institute report also highlights that the speed with which an organization can detect and
respond to a breach is critical when it comes to reducing the costs of a data breach.3

The need for a change in focus
It’s clear that the threat of a breach is very real and the
resultant costs are magnified if organizations are unable to
quickly detect and respond to a breach. But are boards and
C-Suite executives asking the right questions of their CIOs
and CSOs?
Most boards simply ask the question “are we adequately protected
against cyberthreats?”. It’s an important question, of course, but
it’s only part of the picture. They should also be asking “how well
prepared are we to respond to security breaches that make it past our
defenses?”.
There’s a quote that’s variously attributed to John Chambers, ex-CEO of
Cisco, Misha Glenny or Robert S. Mueller III, ex-Director of the FBI.
There are two types of companies: those that have been hacked,
and those who don’t know they have been hacked.

Key questions to consider
“What processes and tools are in place to ensure
that if a breach occurs we can quickly identify what
happened, how it happened and what was accessed?”
“Do we have everything we need to reconstruct a
security breach event conclusively?”
“Do we have all the skills we need in-house, or a
relationship with specialist partners we can call on
urgently in the event of a security breach?”

Whoever the original author of that quote is, it’s rapidly becoming a truism. Widely reported
increases in both the frequency and severity of security breaches provide ample evidence that 100%
protection is a forlorn hope – particularly against well-resourced, highly motivated attackers.
As a result, organizations are realizing the need to invest more in the tools and skills that allow them
to better detect and respond to attacks that make it past their defenses:
“Organizations are increasingly focusing on detection and response, because taking a
preventive approach has not been successful in blocking malicious attacks,” said Elizabeth Kim,
senior research analyst at Gartner. “We strongly advise businesses to balance their spending to
include both.”4
This is a promising trend. However, while better threat detection is obviously critical, improving
the ability to respond to the threats that are detected – quickly and conclusively - is every bit as
important. And this, in our experience, is where things start to unravel for many organizations.
While organizations might be improving their ability to detect intrusions, too few of them are
equipping themselves with the right tools and skills needed to investigate and respond to security
alerts fast enough or to deal with a serious security breach when it happens.
In a 2015 study on malware containment, Ponemon5 shows the scale of the problem that security
analysts are faced with:
“… in a typical week an organization can receive an average of nearly 17,000 malware
alerts. According to this research, the time to respond to these alerts is a severe drain on an
organization’s financial resources and IT security personnel. The average cost of time wasted
responding to inaccurate and erroneous intelligence can average $1.27 million annually. Of all
alerts, 19 percent (3,218) are considered reliable but only 4 percent (705) are investigated.”
The sheer volume and variety of security threats organizations are facing has escalated to the point
where Security Operations (SecOps) teams are often struggling to keep up with investigating and
responding to the flood of security alerts they receive.

Being prepared to deal with a security breach
In the event of a serious security breach, the ability to quickly
and conclusively quantify the impact of the breach, and
its potential liability to the organization, is paramount. As
we’ve seen in a number of high-profile security breaches, an
inability to do this can have a catastrophic impact on share
value, customer trust/retention and future revenues.
Dealing with a security breach means being able to quickly understand
four things:

Key questions to consider
“What is the average time it takes to investigate and
resolve a security alert?”
“How big is our backlog of alerts, and what’s the longest
unresolved alert?”

1. How and when the breach occurred
2. What vulnerabilities enabled the breach
3. What data and systems were exposed
4. What the potential liabilities to the organization are
When investigating a security breach, security analysts must try and reconstruct events by correlating
information from multiple sources such as log files, high-level network traffic summaries (NetFlow)
and an array of different security monitoring tools. This is a slow, painful and often inconclusive
process.
The result of this inefficiency is increased time and cost to investigate and resolve security issues, and
frequently a backlog of un-investigated issues that pose an unknown threat to the organization.
Board and C-Suite executives must do everything they can to ensure that when a security breach
occurs, the organization has the right tools, data and skills necessary to quickly and conclusively
determine what happened, how it happened, and what was affected so the organization can
respond appropriately.

2. Why recording network history is key to
responding effectively to security threats
and breaches
What is network recording?
Before we look at why network recording is
an essential tool for responding to security
threats and breaches, let’s take a moment
to understand what the term network
recording actually means.
In modern enterprise IT environments,
communications between the various components
of the infrastructure – such as servers, desktops,
laptops, and mobile devices - takes place as a series
of streams of network “packets” that travel across
the network. These packets contain information
about where the traffic originated, where it is
destined to go, and the “payload”, or actual data,
being transmitted.
Network recorders enable these network packets to
be captured and recorded while they are en-route.
Network recording is the process of continuously
recording an entire history of network traffic to
provide a comprehensive source of data for the
back-in-time investigation of network security or
performance issues.
But networks have no memory. Network recorders allow these packets to be captured and recorded while they
are en route - essentially providing a memory of the traffic on the network. Recorded network history provides a
comprehensive source of data for investigating security threats or network performance issues.
Think of network recorders as being a little like network time machines. They allow analysts to go back in time to
see exactly what happened on the network at the specific time a security breach or network problem occurred.

The benefits of network recording
A recorded history of network traffic provides an invaluable
source of data for investigating security alerts and breaches
for a number of reasons.

Benefits of Network Recording
•

Offers a single source of truth for incident
investigation

•

Provides reliable, tamper-proof evidence

•

Unlocks the power of detection tools

•

Enables faster, more conclusive security event
investigation and response

A single source of truth
If there’s a security breach, it happens on the network. A recorded
history of network traffic provides a “single source of truth” that
enables analysts investigating security events to determine precisely
what has happened.

Unlike log files and network traffic metadata (such as NetFlow),
recorded network traffic contains the full “payload” of data traversing
the network. This allows analysts to see exactly what has been
accessed, and when and how it was accessed. If an attacker gained
access to customer records, for example, that data can be seen in the recorded packets.

Reliable, tamper proof evidence
Network recorders can record traffic “passively”. This means they are invisible on the network being
monitored and can record traffic without attackers being aware their activity is being recorded. Whereas
log files and other sources of evidence can be tampered with in the course of a security breach,
recorded network traffic can be relied upon as tamper-proof. Should a case later come to trial, recorded
network traffic can provide definitive forensic evidence that can be vital in securing a conviction.

Unlocking the power of detection tools
Security monitoring and detection tools such as Network Behavioral
Anomaly Detection (NBAD) and Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS)
rely on analyzing network traffic to identify anomalous behavior or
possible security breaches.

Key questions to consider

The accuracy of these tools is directly dependent on the accuracy
and completeness of the data they are analyzing. An accurate and
complete record of network traffic is a pre-requisite to accurate
threat detection. A more accurate source of data for detection tools
can also reduce the number of “false positive” alerts – alerts that are
raised because activity looks suspect but on investigation proves to
be benign.

“How much would a significant decrease in incident
investigation time save in staff costs?”

“What sources of data do our analysts rely on to
investigate security alerts? Are they sufficient?”

“What level of uninvestigated alerts is acceptable
from a risk perspective?”
“Can we go back in time to investigate historical
events?”

A recorded history of network traffic enables organizations to “play
back” recorded history against their detection tools to tune them or
to go back in time to investigate whether a new (“zero day”) threat
may have resulted in an intrusion before systems were updated to detect or prevent it.

Faster, more conclusive investigations
With the sheer number of security events security teams are facing, speed of investigation is critical.
The ability to investigate alerts quickly and conclusively reduces the cost of security investigation and
frees analysts up to address the backlog of unexamined threats.
Recorded network traffic enables faster, more conclusive investigation of security alerts. It allows
analysts to examine activity before, during and after an event to reconstruct exactly what has
happened.
Without access to network traffic, the alternative is to attempt to reconstruct events by
assembling evidence from a wide variety of other sources such as system and application logs and
authentication systems. This is a little like trying to assemble a video from a collection of mismatched
photos. Without access to network traffic, analysts are left formulating theories that they have
insufficient data to conclusively prove or disprove.

3. How to implement network
recording successfully
Plan deployment carefully
Network recorders need to be deployed into the network
as a component of network infrastructure – just like
network switches and routers. While pervasive recording
across the entire network is the ideal, the important
consideration is to ensure that network recorders are
deployed where they can protect the data and systems
that are critical to the organisation.
Network recorders must be deployed on the network so they can
record all the traffic to and from the critical assets and data that
the organization is looking to protect. They must be continuously
recording and able to store sufficient recorded network history to
meet the organization’s needs.
This takes careful planning to ensure that network recording is
implemented in the right places, that recording throughput and
capacity are sufficient to meet the organization’s current needs, and
that the infrastructure can be scaled seamlessly as needs evolve.

Involve the right people
In our experience, one of the most important prerequisites for the successful implementation of
network recording is to make sure the right people
are involved in the project. Network recording
is important to many different groups within an
organization – including Security Operations (SecOps)
teams, Network Operations (NetOps) teams, IT
Operations teams and others. All of these teams
benefit from access to a single, reliable source of
network history.
One of the common mistakes organizations often make is
not including all the right people in the selection, design and
deployment project from the get go.
Ideally, the project should have a sponsor at the senior level
who can represent the interests of all the teams that benefit
from access to detailed network history – including SecOps,
NetOps, as well as IT teams responsible for troubleshooting
application performance issues. Involving all these stakeholders
ensures the organization can derive full value from its
investment in network recording; reducing costs and increasing
the security and reliability of its IT infrastructure as a result.

Choose the right technology
The final pre-requisite for success is choosing the right technology. There are a number of considerations in selecting a
network recording technology that will deliver ongoing value and ensure organizations are better prepared to respond to
security threats and breaches.

Accurate network recording requires purpose-built hardware
Recording an accurate and complete history of network traffic requires dedicated hardware. Software-based packet
capture systems based on standard network hardware simply can’t scale to meet the demands of today’s high-speed
networks without dropping packets.
Network recorders built on purpose-designed packet capture hardware can accurately record traffic at speeds up to
100Gbps and beyond. When evaluating network recorders, it’s important to benchmark actual performance in a real
world environment to ensure they can handle sustained peaks in load without dropping packets. For network history to
be reliable, it has to be complete.

Distributed storage is more efficient and costs less
Recorded network traffic can consume vast amounts of storage – often hundreds of Terabytes or Petabytes depending
upon the length of history required and the load on the network being monitored.
Transferring recorded network history to a central location for storage and analysis presents two problems. Firstly,
transferring large volumes of data takes time and consumes valuable network resources, often making it infeasible.
Secondly, from a cost perspective, storing large volumes of data in a centralized storage location such as a Storage Area
Network (SAN) can be very expensive.
A distributed storage architecture allows recorded traffic to be stored directly on the recorder where it was captured,
removing the need to transfer it to a central location. It provides centralized search, retrieval and analysis of recorded
network history wherever it resides on the network – be that inside the data center or out in a branch office.

An open recording platform enables easy integration with other tools
Recorded network traffic is a vital source of data for a wide range of network security and performance analytics tools.
Deploying a single, easily integrated network recording solution allows network history to be recorded once, accurately,
and shared by all the security and monitoring tools and teams that need access to it.

Record in hardware, analyze in software
While accurately recording network traffic requires hardware, analysis of that traffic is best done in software. Traditionally
many analytics functions have been built into dedicated hardware appliances or added into network elements such as
routers. This means deploying multiple, hardware-based solutions which are costly to purchase and maintain, and prone
to obsolescence. Upgrading functionality usually requires a costly “rip-and-replace” of the hardware.

Deploying analytics functions in software, on the other hand, is cheaper and easier from both a CAPEX and OPEX
perspective, and much more flexible. Once a network recording fabric is in place, new analytics tools can be deployed
quickly in software without costly hardware replacement.
Using an open network recording platform capable of hosting analytics software tools allows analytics functions to be
deployed directly to where the data is recorded – on the recorder itself. This provides a flexible and cost-effective solution
that can evolve easily to meet an organization’s changing needs over time.

Distributed networks require a range of different network recorders
Providing effective network recording on a distributed network often means deploying hardware-based network
recorders at many different locations– such as inside central data centers and out in branch offices. Each location has
different requirements. Within a datacenter, recorders must be able to record traffic from multiple network links, handle
high speeds and loads and have sufficient capacity to store large volumes of captured traffic. Recorders deployed in
branch offices, on the other hand, usually don’t require the same speed or storage capacity, but need to be compact and
low-cost.
Meeting different deployment requirements requires a range of recorders with different characteristics.

Centralized management and configuration reduces cost
In large, complex networks, multiple network recorders may be deployed in different geographical locations as part of a
connected network recording “fabric”. To ensure low operating costs, it is important this fabric of connected recorders
offers centralized management to make it easy for operations teams to monitor appliance health and performance,
change configurations and deploy system updates efficiently.

Conclusion
Board members and C-Suite execs are painfully aware of the risk of not being adequately prepared
to deal with a security breach if it happens. Unfortunately, it’s often not until after a breach occurs
that organizations realize they lack the data necessary to reconstruct how that breach occurred and
understand what the impact was.
A well implemented network recording infrastructure can address those concerns. Without it, organizations are exposed
to the risk of being unable to quantify the impact of a breach quickly and accurately.
In the event of a serious breach, recorded network history provides definitive evidence to answer the critical questions –
how did it happen, what was accessed and what is the impact – so organizations can respond appropriately.
Recorded network history is also invaluable in improving the security and performance of enterprise IT infrastructure. It
increases the accuracy of monitoring and detection tools and provides more detailed data for analytics. And it enables
analysts to investigate and respond to security threats and performance issues faster.
Moreover, a well designed network recording infrastructure allows organizations to future-proof their security. As new
threats emerge, new analytics tools can be deployed quickly and easily, leveraging a common, accurate and authoritative
history of network activity.
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